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INFORMATION GUIDE

Sportzing Court Care Services has been supplying
tennis products and servicing Australian tennis
courts for over 25 years.
We have serviced over 25,000 tennis courts in tennis
clubs, schools, resorts and private residences, and
have over 5,000 customers.
Many of our loyal customers choose to service their
courts every six to twelve months, which provides
us with the opportunity to constantly monitor how
various tennis products, brands and equipment last
under the harsh Australian elements.
Our constant observation of failed tennis nets, tennis
posts, winding units and umpire chairs has inspired
us to design and manufacture many of our own
products to ensure they last the distance.
Our tennis posts which have been manufactured in
Australia are galvanised and coated with a 2-part
epoxy coating which is more durable to prevent
corrosion, our winders are manufactured from
marine grade SAE 316 stainless steel, and our
umpire chairs are lightweight aluminium for ease of
movement and the prevention of rust stains on your
valuable court.
We invite you to choose one our products and
support an Australian owned and operated family
business which was integral in the inception of
synthetic grass court cleaning in Australia.
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NETS
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Championship Professional Grade Tennis
Net - Standard Size court

Championship Professional Grade Tennis
Net - Half Size court

This is a heavy duty professional tennis net, designed in Australia for
the harsh Australian conditions.

This is a heavy duty professional tennis net, designed in Australia for
the harsh Australian conditions.

Many tennis nets sold in Australia are poorly made and don’t last.

Many tennis nets sold in Australia are poorly made and don’t last.

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions – 1230mm wide x 750mm drop

Dimensions – 620mm wide x 750mm drop

4 rows double stitching on the white polyester headband.

4 rows double stitching on the white polyester headband.

Quality black braided 3mm knotted net, double mesh top 6 rows.

Quality black braided 3mm knotted net, double mesh top 6 rows.

6mm polyester white headband with Sportzing logo.

6mm polyester white headband with Sportzing logo.

Bottom and side bands heavy duty 6cm UV stabilised vinyl with 13mm
fibreglass rods and reinforced corners.

Bottom and side bands heavy duty 6cm UV stabilised vinyl with 13mm
fibreglass rods and reinforced corners.

PVC coated 6mm steel cable, stainless steel fittings.

PVC coated 6mm steel cable, stainless steel fittings.

TENNIS NETS

3m Junior Practice Net – suitable for
coaching Junior Tennis enthusiasts
Easy to assemble and disassemble, this is a lightweight, high quality
3m Junior coaching net.
Unique rubber 6 hold grip to lock net pieces in place when stowed away.
Powder coated black aluminium interlocking pieces.
Lightweight net with plastic headband and locking clip to ensure net is tight
when erected.
Bright blue carry case with over shoulder strap.
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NET ACCESSORIES
Centre Strap with stainless steel fittings
Centre strap is made from polyester material and has a heavy duty stainless
steel spring loaded fastener and adjustment clips.
The centre strap ensures the net stays at the correct height to abide by
international rules and also to keep the net steady in windy conditions.

Centre strap base plate – designed to be
bolted into the base
This is to be used where there is a pad or solid concrete base to be bolted on to.
Product is powder coated black.

SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions – To ensure the net stays at 914mm from the ground.
Made from UV stabilised polyester material
Heavy duty stainless steel spring loaded fastener and adjustment clips.

Centre strap sand spike – designed to be
driven into a gravel, asphalt or sand base
This is to be used where there is no solid concrete base to be bolted on to
support the centre strap. The item is galvanised for lasting protection.

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions – Spike 12mm x 250mm long – closed hook to secure
centre strap
Australian materials and Australian made.
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Dimensions – Plate 80mm x 32mm x 6mm – closed hook to secure
centre strap
Australian materials and Australian made.
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POSTS

Heavy Duty Tennis Post pair - SLEEVE

Heavy Duty Tennis Post pair - BOLTED

Designed to fit into a sleeve in the ground.

Designed to be bolted into the ground.

This is a heavy duty post pair designed and manufactured in Australia for
the harsh Australian conditions. Our internal winders and post caps are marine
grade SAE 316 stainless steel and our posts are galvanised 2.5mm thick
75mm x 75mm and are coated with industrial 2-part epoxy paint.

This is a heavy duty post pair designed and manufactured in Australia for the
harsh Australian conditions. Our internal winders and post caps are marine
grade SAE 316 stainless steel and our posts are galvanised 2.5mm thick 75mm x
75mm and are coated with industrial 2-part epoxy paint.

This gives a more durable finish than other finishes and unlike powder coating it
can stand up to the corrosive sea air.

This gives a much more durable finish than other finishes and unlike powder
coating it can stand up to the corrosive sea air.

Dimensions – 75mm x 75mm x 5mm

Dimensions – Post 75mm x 75mm x 2.5mm
Base Plate – 200mm x 200mm x 10mm with 14mm holes
Dimensions – Post 75mm x 75mm x 2.5mm
Base Plate – 300mm x 300mm x10mm with 16mm holes

SPECIFICATIONS - ALL POSTS
Australian designed and manufactured.
Internal winders and post caps are marine grade SAE 316 stainless steel.
Metal posts are galvanised and coated with industrial 2-part epoxy paint.
Top cap over winder has a wheel to stop the net cable pvc from stripping.
Winder has a removable and lockable winder to ensure that the net is not over
tightened.
Each post has a steel tie system to enable the net cord to be easily tied in any
position.
All screws are stainless steel.
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POST ACCESSORIES
Post Hole PVC Sleeves
Heavy duty PVC sleeves
Designed to be fitted into the post hole to prevent the hole
collapsing and to create a snug fit for the Tennis Net Post.

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions – 550mm long x 100mm wide
Allow for easy removal of your tennis net post for
replacement or maintenance.
Allows for easy conversion of making your tennis court
multipurpose such as fitting Sportzing Volley ball posts.
Designed for use of 75mm x 75mm posts and will allow standard posts
including Sportzing tennis posts to fit snugly into these sleeves.

Post hole Flanges
Designed to fit to standard sleeved tennis posts
The flanges are designed to fit to standard 75mm x 75mm tennis posts.
When the post is installed in the sleeve in the ground, the flanges cover the
gaps around the post to prevent debris, insects, small animals and snakes from
entering the space.
Made from steel and powder coated for appearance and durability.

SPECIFICATIONS

Heavy Duty Volleyball Post pair
Designed to be fitted into a sleeve into the ground.
This is a heavy duty post pair designed and manufactured in Australia for the
harsh Australian conditions. Our internal winders and post caps are marine
grade SAE 316 stainless steel and our posts are galvanised 2.5mm thick 75mm
x 75mm and are coated with industrial 2-part epoxy paint.

Dimensions – To fit a standard 75mm x 75mm tennis post.
Australian designed and manufactured.
Made from steel.
Powder coated for appearance and durability.
Gives the base of the court a pleasant appearance.

This gives a more durable finish than other finishes and unlike powder coating it
can stand up to the corrosive sea air.

SPECIFICATIONS

Post Hole Covers

Dimensions – Post 75mm x 75mm x 3mm – height to International
Women’s Volleyball 2.24m

When your nets are down for alternative play to tennis,
especially on a multipurpose court, prevent players
tripping by using easy to install tennis post hole covers.

Australian designed and manufactured.
Internal winders and post caps are marine grade SAE 316 stainless steel.
Metal posts are galvanised and coated in black powder coat.
Top cap over winder has a wheel to stop the net cable pvc from striping.

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions – To fit a standard 75mm x 75mm tennis post hole.

The side of the posts have lugs to tie back the net.

Manufactured in Australia from steel and powder coated for durability and
appearance.

All screws are stainless steel.

Sold as a pair, the covers fit snuggly into the hole and flush with the mat.
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COURT MAINTENANCE
Aussie CleanSweep
Grooms your synthetic grass tennis court to perfection.
This item has been around for a long time and is used on many tennis courts
in Australia to keep the court free of leaves and debris and also to groom the
surface.
Sportzing has been using and selling the Aussie Cleansweep for over 15 years
and recommend it for keeping your tennis court looking and playing great.
Simply drag the sweep around the court a few times a week. Suitable for synthetic
grass, clay and asphalt courts.

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions – Length 2400mm x Width 700mm
Aluminium head.
Rubberised material mat.
3-year warranty.

Sportzing sand
push broom

Hard Court Squeegee

Designed for synthetic grass courts.

The hard court squeegee is unlike
many on the market, made from
strong durable aluminium with
wheels so you can easily move water
off the court.

Move sand and groom the mat.
As a company, Sportzing has been using the
Aussie Cleansweep for many years as part of our
servicing program for synthetic grass courts, and
we are proud to make this broom available to our
customers.
This item is constructed from solid
steel and powder coated to give a
protective and appealing appearance.

Play on your court straight after rain.

This will get you back onto the game
after rain faster than any other method.
Ideal for resorts, tennis clubs, schools
and residential courts.

Can be used to groom the existing sand on the court
to give a more constant even surface for play and
also groom in new sand when applied.

SPECIFICATIONS
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Dimensions – Length 1200mm

SPECIFICATIONS

Australian designed and manufactured.

Dimensions – Length 1430mm x Width 200mm

Sturdy welded steel frame.

Sturdy aluminium frame, 33mm handle, 40mm base.

Powder coated for appearance and durability.

Double rubber, replaceable base.

Handle can be removed for storage.

Handle can be removed for storage.

Wheels for ease of use.

Wheels for ease of use.

umpire chair
Deluxe Umpire Chair
Light enough to be carried but strong and durable.
This is the Sportzing Tennis Deluxe Umpire Chair.
As a company that has serviced over 25,000 services on Australian courts, we
have pretty much seen every umpire chair ever made, a vast majority of these are
impossible to move and end up marking the court with rust stains.
We have developed this chair with this in mind. It is lightweight, strong, durable,
will not rust and has a comfortable UV protected seat.
We have made the design so it can be inexpensive to post and easy to assemble.

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions – Base 1050mm x 1050mm – Height to seat – 1580mm
Australian designed and manufactured.
Sturdy Aluminium frame.
Black powder coat to frame.
Comfortable UV protected seat and back rest.
Easy to assemble.
Low postage due to the design.
Lightweight and easy to move
All bolts are stainless steel.
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Coaching and play equipment

Sportzing Professional Tennis
Racquets
(By the company that makes some of the big brands in tennis)
Available in 3 colours; striking Orange, vibrant Green, and classic Blue

SPECIFICATIONS
Strings Nylon synthetic. Frame Aluminium with Graphite over the Trigonum.
103 square inch head with 20mm beam width.
285g (unstrung), 13 inch balance and 27 inches long.
52-62 LBS tension with a 16*19 string pattern.
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Sportzing Championship balls
3 Pack Pressurised Balls
Sportzing Logo, Championship Grade pressurised ball, 3 pack container.

SPECIFICATIONS
Premium TTI needle felt – 45% wool.
Rebounce from 2.54m (137-147cm).
0.240-0.270 IN forward deformation.
Ball Weight 56 – 59.4g, Diametre 65.4 – 68.6mm.
ITF Type 2, Suitable for all Players / All Surfaces.

championship practice balls
50 Ball Non Pressurised Ball Pack
Sportzing Logo, Championship Grade, non pressurised ball, 50 bag pack.

SPECIFICATIONS
Sportzing Logo, Championship Grade, non pressurised ball, 50 bag pack.
Premium needle felt – 45% wood.
Rebounce from 137-147cm.

350 Ball Teaching Cart
Lightweight, heavy duty plastic coated basket and storage tray
Solid one piece welded frame holds up to 350 tennis balls.

SPECIFICATIONS
Easy glide wheels for ease of movement.
Tight closing lid to prevent accidental ball spills.
Black in colour.
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Coaching and play equipment

lobster Elite Freedom Ball Machine
Up to 50-degree lobs to practise overheads and speed up to 115kph.
The full corner-to-corner sweep of the Elite Freedom will challenge a wide range
of players from advanced to beginners alike. Designed for maximum durability,
its 15kg ergonom-ic design and oversized-wheels allow for easy transport, even
with a full hopper of 150 balls. A 2-4 hour battery allows you the freedom to play
anywhere at anytime.If you want additional oscillation features, ﬁnd out how the
Elite Two and Elite Three models may better ﬁt your playing needs.

SPECIFICATIONS
Speed: 30km - 115km
Ball capacity: 150
Feed rate: 2-10 sec
Power: Battery
Court time: 2-4 Hours
Elevation: manual 0-50°
Weight: 15kg
Spin: NONE
Remote: Not Available
Fast charger: Not Available
Premium Fast charger: Optional
Warranty: 3 Yrs - unlimited
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also available:
lobster Elite Liberty Ball Machine
Unequalled spin control for a machine at this price point.
The Elite Liberty will produce ball speeds from 30 km/h up to 115 km/h
challenging players of all skill levels. The Elite Liberty also offers unequalled
spin control for a machine at this price point.
The ball spin can be adjusted for both topspin and backspin and at different
levels. The large ball capacity and battery size allow extended play on the court.
The Liberty’s oversized wheels and extended handle provides unequalled
portability for players who are on the move.
Enjoy playing against advanced features such as full corner-to-corner random
oscillation and up to 50-degree lobs to practice your overheads.

lobster Elite One Ball Machine
Challenge your forehand and backhand with random horizontal
oscillation.
Designed for maximum durability, the battery-operated Elite One offers an
unparalleled 4-8 hours’ court time.
It’s ergonomic design allows for easy transport with a full hopper. The Elite’s
130 kph ground strokes, full corner to corner random oscillation, sky-high lobs
and heavy spin will take your game to new levels.
Challenge your forehand and backhand with random horizontal oscillation.

lobster Elite Two Ball Machine
Simulate match play with left, right, deep and short in a random
pattern.
The Elite Two is in a class of its own with triple oscillation.
Experience match play with the only machine to combine both vertical and
horizontal oscillation functions to throw balls throughout the entire court.

lobster Grand 4 Ball Machine
Adjust the depth of narrow and wide two-line oscillation.
The Grand IV is also equipped with three pre-programmed six shot drills that
simulate the most popular styles of play: grinder, all courter, and power baseliner.
Fully Random Oscillation with variable Speed & Spin.
The Elite Grand IV offers a revolutionary design that allows the machine to
throw balls throughout the entire spectrum of the court mixing up speed,
spin, trajectory and oscillation. This fully random technological advancement
allows for the Grand IV to realistically simulate true match play, a feature that is
unsurpassed by any portable tennis ball machine on the market.

lobster Grand 5 Ball Machine
Adjust the depth of narrow and wide two-line oscillation.
Grand 5 is equipped with 12 pre-programmed drills - Grinder, Powerbasliner,
All Courter, Left, Moonballer, Slicer, Approach, Attack/Defend, and Forehand
Plus, Beginner, Intermediate and Advance.
Custom edge technology allows you to programme shot locations, speed, spin
and feed rate too.

lobster Grand 5 LE Ball Machine
Full programmability.
Grand 5 Limited Edition is equipped with 12 pre-programmed drills - Grinder,
Powerbasliner, All Courter, Left, Moonballer, Slicer, Approach, Attack/Defend,
and Forehand Plus, Beginner, Intermediate, Advance.

lobster Phenom Ball Machine
Club Series - Programmable Drills & Pre-Programmed Drills
Grand 5 Limited Edition is equipped with 12 pre-programmed drills - Grinder,
Powerbasliner, All Courter, Left, Moonballer, Slicer, Approach, Attack/Defend,
and Forehand Plus, Beginner, Intermediate, Advance.

Imagine a machine that will challenge all of your strokes while strengthening
your footwork and overall ﬁtness.

lobster Elite Three Ball Machine
Adjust the depth of narrow and wide two-line oscillation.
The Elite Three boldly surpasses features available on any portable tennis ball
machines by offering a narrow and wide two-line drill feature.
Experience a machine that simulates match play while possessing the ability to
adjust the depth of your two-line drill.

For more information and full specifications
on any of the lobster ball machines please
see our website:
www.sportzingtennis.com.au
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To find out more:
1800 818 894 | headoffice@sportzing.com.au

sportzingtennis.com.au

